Background {#Sec1}
==========

Dose-finding designs for phase I trials have been widely discussed over the past two decades. Many methods have been proposed to identify maximum tolerated dose (MTD) in single-agent dose-finding clinical trials. There are two major branches: model-based and algorithm-based methods. Among the model-based methods, the continual reassessment method (CRM) proposed by O'Quigley et al. \[[@CR1]\] is a quite popular dose-finding approach. Since O'Quigley et al.'s pioneer work, there is considerable literature on modifying or improving CRM. For example, see Whitehead and Brunier \[[@CR2]\] for Bayesian decision-theoretic approach, Piantadosi et al. \[[@CR3]\] for a modified CRM, Heyd and Carlin \[[@CR4]\] for an adaptive design improvement of the CRM, Leung and Wang \[[@CR5]\] for a decision-theory-based extension of the CRM, Yuan et al. \[[@CR6]\] for the quasi-likelihood approach, Yin and Yuan \[[@CR7]\] for Bayesian model averaging CRM, Møller \[[@CR8]\] for the up-and-down design, Fan et al. \[[@CR9]\] for a simple Bayesian decision-theoretic design. Recently, Morita et al. \[[@CR10]\] extended the CRM to a hierarchical Bayesian dose-toxicity model that borrows strength between subgroups under the assumption that the subgroups are exchangeable. However, in many practical applications, the true dose-toxicity curve is unknown, thus specifying an explicit dose-toxicity curve via some parametric model is artificial and may largely increase complications.

The algorithm-based approach, which can be regarded as a "nonparametric" or model-free method, has received considerable attention over the past years. There is considerable literature on model-free methods from a Bayesian nonparametric viewpoint. For example, Gelfand and Kuo \[[@CR11]\] developed a fully Bayesian nonparametric approach to estimate the dose-toxicity curve with the Dirichlet process (DP) prior and the product-of-beta prior in the quantal bioassay problem. Mukhopadhyay \[[@CR12]\] adopted the DP prior to make inference on the dose level with a prespecified response rate. Gasparini and Eisele \[[@CR13]\] developed a curve-free method to improve CRM by modeling toxicity probabilities with the product-of-beta prior. The product-of-beta prior is conjugate with the binomial distribution, but it has a well-known numerical problem for exact computation and involves many hyperparameters to be determined, which may affect the performance of the considered method \[[@CR14]\]. Ivanova and Wang \[[@CR15]\] developed a nonparametric approach to estimate MTD for each of two strata of patients. Yan et al. \[[@CR16]\] presented a Bayesian design for dose escalation and de-escalation. To our knowledge, no literature exists on Bayesian nonparametric dose-finding approach in single-agent clinical trials using the Dirichlet process prior.

The main purpose of this paper is to develop a flexible nonparametric statistical model to estimate unknown dose-toxicity curve for single-agent phase I clinical trials from a Bayesian viewpoint. This is implemented by treating toxicity probabilities as unknown parameters of interest which is subject only to monotonicity assumption, which is equivalent to assuming that the dose-toxicity curve is an arbitrary right continuous nondecreasing function whose range lies in \[0,1\], and then specifying a Dirichlet process prior for the unknown dose-toxicity curve. Also, a two-stage Bayesian nonparametric adaptive dose-finding design is developed to estimate MTD in single-agent dose-finding clinical trials. The main merits of the proposed method include that (i) the assumption of a specific dose-toxicity curve in CRM is not necessary; (ii) there are only two hyperparameters in the specified DP prior; (iii) there is more information that can be used to estimate toxicity probabilities and MTD; (iv) the escalation or deescalation of the current dose to the adjacent dose is only implemented once, thus the highest toxicity dose can be adaptively reached; (v) doses with relatively high toxicity probability may have no chance to be assigned to patients, which guarantees the safety of patients.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In "[Methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" section, we briefly review the traditional CRM in single-agent dose-finding clinical trials, and introduce Bayesian nonparametric probability model by imposing a DP prior on the unknown dose-toxicity curve. A hybrid algorithm combining the Gibbs sampler and adaptive rejection Metropolis sampling (ARMS) algorithm is developed to estimate toxicity probabilities in "[Methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" section. In "[Dose-finding algorithm](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}" section, a two-stage Bayesian nonparametric adaptive dose-finding algorithm is presented to estimate MTD in single-agent dose-finding clinical trials. Simulation studies are conducted to investigate the finite sample performance of the proposed method in "[Simulation study](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}" section. Some concluding remarks are given in "[Results](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Let *N* be the total number of patients, *J* be the total number of cohorts, *m* be the number of patients in each of *J* cohorts. Let *d*~1~\<*d*~2~\<⋯\<*d*~*K*~ be a set of *K* pre-specified dose levels for a single agent under investigation, *θ* be the target toxicity probability, the dose-toxicity curve *F*(·) be the distribution of dose levels, *p*~*k*~=*F*(*d*~*k*~) be the toxicity probability at dose level *d*~*k*~ for *k*=1,...,*K*. It is assumed that there are *j* cohorts enrolled in the current experiment. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The continual reassessment method (CRM) {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------

Let *p*~01~\<...\<*p*~0*K*~ be an initial guess of toxicity probabilities associated with dose levels *d*~1~\<...\<*d*~*K*~, where *p*~0*k*~ is referred to as the "skeleton" of the CRM. It is assumed that there is a prior belief that dose level *d*~*k*~ is the MTD, one may set the initial guess as *p*~0*k*~=*θ*. In practice, clinical investigators attempt to provide their best guess on the "skeleton". However, in simulation study, the "skeleton" can be directly generated using the function ' *getprior*(*δ,θ,k,K*)' in the R package 'dfcrm', where *δ* is the desired length of the indifference interval and the optimal value of *δ* can be calibrated by the algorithm given in Lee and Cheung \[[@CR17]\], *θ* is the target toxicity probability, *k* is the location of the target dose level and *K* is the total number of dose levels. More discussions on the guess of the "skeleton" of the CRM see \[[@CR17]\]. In the Bayesian framework, the CRM assumes that the dose-toxicity relationship *F*(*d*~*k*~) is a strictly increasing function with respect to the dose level *d*~*k*~, and is usually specified by a parametric model *F*(*d*~*k*~;*β*) in which *β* is an unknown parameter to be estimated, such as, logistic function, power function, and hyperbolic function.

Let *x*~*i*~∈{*d*~1~,...,*d*~*K*~} be the dose assigned to the *i*th cohort for *i*=1,...,*j*. Suppose that *y*~*i*~ patients have experienced DLT among *n*~*i*~ patients treated at dose level *x*~*i*~. Thus, *y*~*i*~ follows the binomial distribution with the toxicity probability *F*(*x*~*i*~;*β*). Let *D*~*j*~={*y*~1~,...,*y*~*j*~} be the dataset collected from the first *j* cohorts of patients. The likelihood function for *D*~*j*~ is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let *f*(*β*) be the prior density of *β*. It follows from the Bayesian theorem that a Bayesian estimator of *β* is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$x_{j+1}=\text{arg}\min_{\phantom{\dot{i}\!}d_{k}}|F\left(d_{k};\hat{\beta}_{j}\right)-\theta|, ~k=1,\ldots,K, $$ \end{document}$$ where *θ* is the target toxicity probability. Once the maximum sample size *N* is reached, the dose with the toxicity probability closest to *θ* is selected as the MTD.

Nonparametric probability model {#Sec4}
-------------------------------

The model-based approaches such as CRM and the modified CRMs are widely used in single-agent dose-finding clinical trials. However, parametric modeling of *F*(·) may be problematical when there is little prior information on the shape of the dose-toxicity curve \[[@CR12]\]. Moreover, in some experimental situations, it is recognized that parametric models do not work \[[@CR18]\]. To address these issues, we assume that *F*(·) is an arbitrary right continuous nondecreasing unknown function whose range is \[0,1\], and can be approximated using some nonparametric method. To this end, a Dirichlet process (DP) prior is adopted to approximate *F*(·). To wit, we assume *F*(*d*~*k*~)∼DP(*αF*~0~(*x*\|*η*)), where *F*~0~(*x*\|*η*) is a base distribution that serves as a starting point for constructing a nonparametric distribution for *F*(*d*~*k*~), *η* is a parameter associated with the base distribution, *α* represents the weight that a researcher assigns a priori to the base distribution, and reflects the closeness of *F*~0~(*x*\|*η*) to *F*(*d*~*k*~). Thus, the hierarchical model for the dataset {*y*~1~,...,*y*~*K*~} is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In many applications, *α* is usually unknown. Many methods have been proposed to select the prior of *α* (e.g., see \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\]). Here, we assume that the prior distribution of *α* follows a Gamma distribution with hyperparameters *a* and *b*, i.e., *α*∼*Γ*(*a,b*). The base distribution *F*~0~(*x*\|*η*) is a prior guess of the unknown distribution *F*(·). For computational simplicity, *F*~0~(*x*\|*η*) should be a conjugate prior, such as a uniform distribution or a mixture of two types of distributions. Also, one may consider empirical Bayesian and noninformative prior for *F*~0~(*x*\|*η*). More discussions on the selection of *F*~0~(·) see Mukhopadhyay \[[@CR12]\]. Here, we take *F*~0~ as the cumulative distribution function of some standard distribution, and choose some appropriate hyperparameters such that the median of *F*~0~ should be consistent with the initial guess for the MTD. For example, if there is a prior belief that dose level *d*~*k*~ is the MTD, we can select appropriate values of *μ* and *σ* such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$F_{0}(d_{k}|\eta)=\Phi \left (\frac {d_{k}-\mu }{\sigma }\right)=\theta $\end{document}$, where *η*={*μ,σ*}, *μ* is associated with the mean of *F*~0~, and *σ* is related with the standard variance of *F*~0~. In this case, similar to \[[@CR12]\], we assume that the priors of *μ* and *σ* discretely follow the uniform distribution in the intervals \[*μ*~0~−*r,μ*~0~+*r*\] (e.g., taking ten equally spaced points in \[*μ*~0~−*r,μ*~0~+*r*\]) and \[*σ*~0~−*r,σ*~0~+*r*\] (e.g., taking ten equally spaced points in \[*σ*~0~−*r,σ*~0~+*r*\]) with *r*∈{1,2}, respectively, where *μ*~0~ and *σ*~0~ are the mean and standard variance of *F*~0~, respectively.

According to the definitions of *μ* and *σ*, it is logical to assume that the joint prior density of *μ* and *σ* has the form of *π*(*μ,σ*)=*π*(*μ*)*π*(*σ*). Thus, the hierarchical model can be written as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$ \begin{array}{lll} y_{k}|p_{k} \overset{\text{ind}}{\sim} \text{Bin}(n_{k},p_{k}),\ \ k=1,\ldots,K,\\ p_{k}=F(d_{k}), \ \ \ F|\eta,\alpha \sim \text{DP}(\alpha F_{0}(x|\eta)),\\ \alpha \sim \Gamma(a,b), \ \ \ \eta \sim \pi(\mu)\pi(\sigma). \end{array}  $$ \end{document}$$

By the definition of the DP prior, for any finite measurable partition *B*~1~,...,*B*~*K*~ in the support of *F*~0~, the probability vector (*F*(*B*~1~),...,*F*(*B*~*K*~))^⊤^ follows the Dirichlet distribution with parameter vector (*αF*~0~(*B*~1~),..., *αF*~0~(*B*~*K*~))^⊤^. For the base distribution *F*~0~(*x*\|*η*)=*N*(*x*;*μ,σ*), if we consider the following finite measurable partition for the support (−*∞,∞*): *B*~1~=(−*∞,d*~1~), *B*~2~=\[*d*~1~,*d*~2~),...,*B*~*K*~=\[*d*~*K*−1~,*d*~*K*~), *B*~*K*+1~=\[*d*~*K*~,+*∞*), thus we have *αF*~0~(*B*~1~)=*αF*~0~(*d*~1~),...,*αF*~0~(*B*~*K*+1~)=*α*\[1−*F*~0~(*d*~*K*~)\], and *F*(*B*~1~)=*p*~1~, *F*(*B*~2~)=*p*~2~−*p*~1~,...,*F*(*B*~*K*+1~)=1−*p*~*K*~. Then, the joint prior density *π*(*p*) of *p*=(*p*~1~,...,*p*~*K*~)^⊤^ can be written as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *γ*~*k*~=*α*{*F*~0~(*d*~*k*~)−*F*~0~(*d*~*k*−1~)} for *k*=1,...,*K*+1, *d*~0~=−*∞*, *d*~*K*+1~=*∞*, *F*~0~(−*∞*)=0, *F*~0~(*∞*)=1, *p*~0~=0, and *p*~*K*+1~=1.

Conditional distributions {#Sec5}
-------------------------

Under the above assumption, the likelihood function of the first *j* (*j*=1,...,*J*) cohorts of patients (i.e., the dataset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It follows from Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) that the joint prior density *π*(*p*) of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *γ*~*i*~=*α*{*F*~0~(*d*~*i*~)−*F*~0~(*d*~*i*−1~)} for *i*=1,...,*S*~*j*~+1, *d*~0~=−*∞*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It follows from Eqs. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) and ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) that the joint posterior probability density of *p* given the dataset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Again, it follows from Eqs. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) and ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) that the joint conditional distribution of {*α,μ,σ*} given $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is easily seen from Eqs. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) and ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) that the conditional distributions of *p* and *α* are not standard distributions. Thus, it is quite difficult to draw observations from these conditional distributions. To address the issue, the Gibbs sampler is employed to simulate observations from these conditional distributions. Thus, Bayesian estimate of *p* can be obtained by the simulated observations via the Gibbs sampler.

Implementation of Gibbs sampler {#Sec6}
-------------------------------

Let *p*~−*i*~ be a subset vector of *p* with the *i*th element of *p* deleted. It follows from Eq. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) that the conditional distribution of *p*~*i*~ given *p*~−*i*~ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *p*~*i*−1~\<*p*~*i*~\<*p*~*i*+1~ for *i*=1,...,*S*~*j*~, and *p*~0~=0 and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}+1}=1$\end{document}$.

The Gibbs sampler for drawing observations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Step 1**. Initialize *α*^(0)^,*μ*^(0)^,*σ*^(0)^, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}+1}=1$\end{document}$.

**Step 2**. At the (*q*+1)th iteration with current values $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\alpha ^{(q)}, \mu ^{(q)}, \sigma ^{(q)}, \boldmath {p}^{(q)}=\left (p_{1}^{(q)},p_{2}^{(q)}, \ldots,p_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}}^{(q)}\right)$\end{document}$, generate *α*^∗^ from the uniform distribution *U*(1,20) and *u* from the uniform distribution *U*(0,1), respectively, if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$u\leq \min \!\left \{\!1, \pi \!\!\left (\alpha ^{*}|\boldmath {p}^{(q)},\!\mu ^{(q)}, \!\sigma ^{(q)},\!D_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}}\right)\!/\pi \!\left (\alpha ^{(q)}|\boldmath {p}^{(q)},\!\mu ^{(q)},\sigma ^{(q)},\!D_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}}\right)\!\right \}$\end{document}$, we let *α*^(*q*+1)^=*α*^∗^; otherwise, we let *α*^(*q*+1)^=*α*^(*q*)^.

**Step 3**. Generate *μ*^(*q*+1)^ from the conditional distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\pi \left (\mu |\boldmath {p}^{(q)},\alpha ^{(q)}, \sigma ^{(q)}, D_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}}\right)$\end{document}$;

**Step 4**. Generate *σ*^(*q*+1)^ from the conditional distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\pi \left (\sigma |\boldmath {p}^{(q)},\alpha ^{(q+1)}, \mu ^{(q+1)},D_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}}\right)$\end{document}$;

**Step 5**. Simulate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{1}^{(q+1)}$\end{document}$ from the conditional distribution: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\pi _{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}}\left (p_{1}|\alpha ^{(q+1)},\mu ^{(q+1)}, \sigma ^{(q+1)}, p_{2}^{(q)},\ldots,p_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}}^{(q)},D_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}}\right)$\end{document}$.
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                \begin{document}$p_{2}^{(q+1)}$\end{document}$ from the conditional distribution: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$ {}\pi_{\phantom{\dot{i}\!}S_{j}}\!\!\left(p_{2}|\alpha^{(q+1)}, \mu^{\!(q+1)},\!\sigma^{\!(q+1)}, \!p_{1}^{(q+1)},p_{3}^{(q)},\ldots,p_{\phantom{\dot{i}\!}S_{j}}^{(q)},\!p_{\phantom{\dot{i}\!}S_{j}+\!1},D_{\phantom{\dot{i}\!}S_{j}}\!\right)\!.  $$ \end{document}$$
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                \begin{document} $$\hspace{3.5cm}\vdots$$ \end{document}$$**Step*S***~***j***~**+4**. Draw $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}}^{(q+1)}$\end{document}$ from the conditional distribution: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\pi _{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}}\!\left (p_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}}|\alpha ^{(q+1)}, \!\mu ^{(q+1)},\!\sigma ^{(q+1)}, \!p_{1}^{(q+1)},\!p_{2}^{(q+1)},\ldots, \!p_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}-1}^{(q+1)},D_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}}\right)$\end{document}$.

**Step*S***~***j***~**+5**. Repeat Step 2 to Step *S*~*j*~+4 until the convergence of the algorithm.

It is easily seen from Eq. ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) that it is impossible to directly draw observations from the conditional distribution of *p*~*i*~ given $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$(\boldmath {p}_{-i},D_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j}})$\end{document}$ because of nonstandard distribution involved. To address the issue, the Adaptive Rejection Metropolis Sampling (ARMS) is employed to sample observations from the conditional distribution ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}).

To implement the ARMS algorithm, we require constructing a proposal distribution from which one can easily sample observations. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$D_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}n_{0}}=\{x_{1}< x_{2}<\cdots < x_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}n_{0}}\}$\end{document}$ denote a set of dose levels in the interval \[*p*~*i*−1~,*p*~*i*+1~\]. For 1≤*i*≤*j*≤*n*~0~, let *l*~*ij*~(*x*) be the straight line passing through two points (*x*~*i*~, log*π*(*x*~*i*~)) and (*x*~*j*~, log*π*(*x*~*j*~)); otherwise, it is assumed that *l*~*ij*~(*x*) is not defined. We construct the following piecewise function *h*~*i*~(*x*): $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{array}{*{20}l} h_{i}(x)=&\max\{l_{i,i+1}(x),\min\{l_{i-1,i}(x),l_{i+1,i+2}(x)\}\}\\ &\;\text{for}\ \ x_{i}\leq x\leq x_{i+1}. \end{array} $$ \end{document}$$

When *l*~1~(*x*) is undefined but *l*~2~(*x*) is defined above, we set max(*l*~1~,*l*~2~)= max(*l*~2~,*l*~1~)= min(*l*~1~,*l*~2~)= min(*l*~2~,*l*~1~)=*l*~2~. When both *l*~1~(*x*) and *l*~2~(*x*) are undefined, we take max(*l*~1~,*l*~2~)= max(*l*~2~,*l*~1~)= min(*l*~1~,*l*~2~)= min(*l*~2~,*l*~1~)=0. Under the above assumption, the proposal distribution *g*~*i*~(*x*) is defined as *g*~*i*~(*x*)= exp(*h*~*i*~(*x*))/*ω*, which is a piecewise exponential distribution, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\omega =\int \exp (h(x))dx$\end{document}$. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{i}^{(q)}$\end{document}$ be the simulated observation of *p*~*i*~ at the *q*th iteration. Then, the ARMS algorithm for drawing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{i}^{(q+1)}$\end{document}$ from the conditional distribution ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) at the (*q*+1)th iteration is as follows.

**Step 1**. Initialize *n*~0~, which is the number of points in the interval \[*p*~*i*−1~,*p*~*i*+1~\], and determine the set of dose levels $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$D_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}n_{0}}$\end{document}$.
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                \begin{document}$p_{i}^{*}$\end{document}$ from the proposal distribution *g*~*i*~(*x*).

**Step 3**. Generate *u* from the uniform distribution *U*(0,1).
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                \begin{document}$u>\pi (p_{i}^{*})/\exp (h_{i}(p_{i}^{*}))$\end{document}$, we set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$D_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}n_{0}+1}$\end{document}$ in ascending order and let *n*~0~=*n*~0~+1, then go to step 2; otherwise, we set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{i}^{*(q+1)}=p_{i}^{*}$\end{document}$.

**Step 5**. Generate *u*^∗^ from the uniform distribution *U*(0,1).
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                \begin{document}$u^{*}\!>\!\min \!\left \{\!\!1,\!\frac {\pi \!\left (p_{i}^{*(q+1)}\right)\min \left \{\pi \left (p_{i}^{(q)}\!\right),\, \exp \left (h\left (p_{i}^{(q)}\right)\!\right)\right \}}{\pi \!\left (p_{i}^{(q)}\right)\!\min \left \{\pi \!\left (p_{i}^{*(q+1)}\!\right), \,\exp \left (\!h\left (p_{i}^{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}*(q+1)}\right)\!\right)\right \}}\!\right \}$\end{document}$, we take $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{i}^{(q+1)}=p_{i}^{(q)}$\end{document}$; otherwise, we set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{i}^{(q+1)}=p_{i}^{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}*(q+1)}$\end{document}$.

Dose-finding algorithm {#Sec7}
======================

In this section, we develop a two-stage Bayesian nonparametric adaptive dose-finding design based on a two-stage procedure and the above proposed hybrid algorithm. Let *c*~*e*~ and *c*~*d*~ be the threshold values for dose escalation and de-escalation, respectively. In our numerical illustration, *c*~*e*~ and *c*~*d*~ satisfying the restriction that *c*~*e*~+*c*~*d*~\>1 can be selected by the data-dependent approach via simulation studies rather than some fixed values such that the trail has some desirable operating characteristics, for example, a relatively high accuracy index, which is defined in Equation (6.1) of Cheng (2011). For safety, we restrict the dose escalating or de-escalating for the next cohort of patients to only one dose level of change at a time. The two-stage Bayesian nonparametric adaptive dose-finding design is described as follows.

**(I) The start-up stage**

Patients in the first cohort are administered to the lowest dose level *d*~1~. If at least one toxicity is observed, the first stage is stopped and the second stage is conducted. If no toxicity is observed, patients in the second cohort are administered to the dose level *d*~2~. This process is continued until at least one toxicity is observed.

**(II) The second stage**

For dose level *d*~*k*~ administered to the *j*th cohort of patients, if there is at least one toxicity outcome observed, we denote $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$d_{k}^{(j)}$\end{document}$ as the dose level administered to the *j*th cohort of patients, i.e., the superscript *j* denotes the numerical order of cohort and the subscript *k* represents the dose level.

\(i\) Patients in the (*j*+1)th cohort are administered to dose level $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$d_{k}^{(j+1)}$\end{document}$. Based on the data of the first *j*+1 cohorts of patients, we can simultaneously obtain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\hat {\boldmath {p}}=(\hat {p}_{1},\ldots,\hat {p}_{\phantom {\dot {i}\!}S_{j+1}})$\end{document}$ and the toxicity probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\text {Pr}(\hat {p}_{k}<\theta)$\end{document}$ at the current dose level $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$d_{k}^{(j+1)}$\end{document}$ via the above proposed hybrid algorithm.
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                \begin{document}$\text {Pr}(\hat {p}_{k}<\theta)>c_{e}$\end{document}$, the dose level administered to the (*j*+2)th cohort of patients is escalated to the dose level *d*~*k*+1~, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$d_{k+1}^{(j+2)}=d_{k+1}$\end{document}$. If the current dose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$d_{k}^{(j+1)}=d_{K}$\end{document}$, the dose administered to the (*j*+2)th cohort of patients is still *d*~*K*~, that is, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$d_{K}^{(j+2)}=d_{K}$\end{document}$.

\(iii\) If the probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\text {Pr}(\hat {p}_{k}<\theta)< c_{d}$\end{document}$, the dose level administered to the (*j*+2)th cohort of patients is deescalated to the dose level *d*~*k*−1~, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$d_{k-1}^{(j+2)}=d_{k-1}$\end{document}$. If the current dose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$d_{k}^{(j+1)}=d_{1}$\end{document}$, the dose level administered to the (*j*+2)th cohort of patients is still *d*~1~, that is, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$d_{1}^{(j+2)}=d_{1}$\end{document}$.

\(iv\) Otherwise, the (*j*+2)th cohort of patients continues to be treated at the dose level *d*~*k*~ i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$d_{K}^{(j+2)}=d_{K}$\end{document}$.

\(v\) Once the maximum sample size *N* is attained, the dose level with the probability of toxicity being closest to *θ* is selected as the MTD.

Simulation study {#Sec8}
================

To investigate the finite sample performance of the nonparametric continual reassessment method (NCRM), several simulation studies are conducted for six toxicity scenarios together with eight dose levels (i.e., *K*=8), which are given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Here, for simplicity, the dose levels are identified by a number from 1 to 8, that is, *d*~*k*~=*k* for *k*=1,...,8; and we take the target toxicity probability as *θ*=0.3. In Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, Scenario 1 indicates that the toxicity probability is steadily increasing and the target dose is level 5; Scenario 2 shows that the first five dose levels are the same as those given in Scenario 1, but the toxicity probability for dose level 6 suddenly jumps to an unacceptably high level 0.6; Scenario 3 has a flat relationship with the toxicity probability never attaining unacceptable levels, and the target dose is level 8; Scenario 4 has a flat relationship with the toxicity probability never reaching unacceptable levels, and there is no target dose but level 8 is quite close to the target dose given in Scenario 3; Scenario 5 implies that all the dose levels have an unacceptable toxicity probability, and the target dose is level 1; Scenario 6 is used to examine the situation that all the doses are over toxic, and there is no target dose but level 1 is quite close to the target dose. In practice, the trial would be stopped and doses will be reformulated once too many toxicities are occurred. We take sample size of each trial as *N*=60, the number of cohorts as *J*=20, and *m*=3. In implementing the Gibbs sampler, we collect 1000 observations after 700 burn-in iterations. Table 1Six toxicity scenarios for a single-agent trial with *θ*=0.3Dose levelScenarioMethod123456781true0.050.080.120.20**0.30** ^**a**^0.450.600.70skeleton0.030.060.120.200.300.400.500.59*F* ~0~0.0060.020.070.160.310.500.690.842true0.050.080.120.20**0.30** ^**a**^0.600.800.90skeleton0.0020.010.060.160.300.450.590.71*F* ~0~0.0060.020.070.160.310.500.690.843true0.010.050.100.140.180.220.25**0.30** ^**a**^skeleton0.020.040.060.100.140.180.240.30*F* ~0~0.040.050.080.120.160.210.270.344true0.010.050.080.120.160.20.24**0.26** ^**a**^skeleton0.0030.010.030.050.100.150.220.30*F* ~0~0.040.050.080.120.160.210.270.345true**0.30** ^**a**^0.400.500.600.700.800.900.95skeleton0.300.440.580.690.780.840.890.92*F* ~0~0.310.400.500.600.690.770.840.896true0.400.450.500.550.600.650.700.80skeleton0.300.400.500.590.670.740.800.84*F* ~0~0.310.400.500.600.690.770.840.89^a^Numbers in boldface are the target MTDs

For comparison, we consider two Bayesian model-based CRM dose-finding methods including the power model: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{i}=d_{i}^{\exp (\beta)}$\end{document}$ and one-parameter logistic model: *p*~*i*~= exp(*a*~0~+*βd*~*i*~)/{1+ exp(*a*~0~+*βd*~*i*~)} with *a*~0~=3, where the prior of *β* is assumed to follow the normal distribution with mean zero and variance 1.34, i.e., *β*∼*N*(0,1.34). For each of the above considered six scenarios, given *θ*, *k* and *K*, a good "skeleton" can be directly generated using the function 'getprior' in the R package with the optimal value of *δ*, which can be obtained by the algorithm of Lee and Cheung \[[@CR17]\]. But, its computational burden is too expensive. To address this issue, we here use a fixed value, which is evaluated using the data-dependent approach via simulation studies from a prespecified indifference interval so that the trial has some desirable operating characteristics, for example, the prior expectation of *η* is close to its true values, to replace the optimal value of *δ*. For our considered six scenarios, simulation studies evidence that we can take *δ* as 0.05, 0.075, 0.03, 0.04, 0.07 and 0.05, respectively.

For each of the above considered six scenarios, we set the initial value *p*^(0)^ as its corresponding skeleton in implementing Gibbs sampler. When *α* and *F*~0~ are assumed to be known, to investigate the effect of the selection of *α*, we consider three cases of *α*: *α*=5, 10 and 20, corresponding to small, moderate and large values of *α*, respectively, and a standard normal distribution assumption for *F*~0~. As mentioned above, we choose appropriate values of *μ* and *σ* such that median of *F*~0~ should be consistent with the initial guess for the MTD. To wit, if there is a prior belief that dose level *d*~*k*~ is the MTD, we can select appropriate values of *μ* and *σ* such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figures [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} plot Bayesian nonparametric estimations of unknown dose-toxicity curve for three specified values of *α* for scenarios 1 and 3, respectively. In each figure, " −⋆" represents the dose-toxicity curve corresponding to true dose-toxicity data, " −∘" corresponds to the base curve, and "$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$-\square $\end{document}$" and "-+" correspond to the estimated dose-toxicity curves for *α*=5, 10 and 20, respectively. Examination of Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} show that the estimated curves are more and more close to *F*~0~ with the increase of *α* when the doses administered to patients are less than but close to the target dose, which is consistent with the conclusion that the large value of *α* reflects a prior belief that *F* is tight around *F*~0~. Fig. 1Nonparametric Bayesian estimation of dose-toxicity curve under scenarios 1 when *α* and *F*~0~ are known Fig. 2Nonparametric Bayesian estimation of dose-toxicity curve under scenarios 3 when *α* and *F*~0~ are known

For the aforementioned NCRM, we calculate the selection probabilities that a dose level is selected as the MTD, the total numbers of toxicities observed, and average numbers of patients that are administered to each of eight dose levels for the above specified six scenarios together with *α*=5 and 20. For comparison, we also calculate the results corresponding to logistic model and power model. Results for 1000 simulated trials are given in Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. Examination of Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} show that the above developed Bayesian NCRM performs better than two parametric CRMs (i.e., logistic and power models) in terms of the following four aspects: (i) Bayesian NCRM generally selects the MTD with a relatively higher probability than two parametric CRMs; (ii) Bayesian NCRM consistently selects over-MTD with a relatively lower probability than two parametric CRMs; (iii) the total number of toxicities observed are almost identical for all three methods under our considered cases; (iv) Bayesian NCRM has a higher percentage of patients treated at MTD than two parametric CRMs, except for scenario 3 with *α*=5, but Bayesian NCRM treats more patients at dose levels below MTD and less patients at dose levels above MTD than two parametric CRMs; (v) the selection probabilities for scenarios 3 and 4 are smaller than those for other four scenarios because the locations of target doses for scenarios 3 and 4 are different from those for other scenarios, which indicates that the highest dose should be carefully administered to patients for safety, and patients should be administered to the lower dose level. Table 3Selection probabilities and total numbers of toxicities observed for logistic model, power model and NCRM under six scenariosDose level\# of\# ofScenarioMethod12345678Tox.Pat.1Logistic0.0000.0000.0080.2270.6370.1280.0000.0001560Power0.0000.0000.0040.2120.6640.1200.0000.0001560NCRM5^a^0.0000.0020.0010.1610.7730.0630.0000.0001560NCRM2^a^0.0000.0000.0000.0070.9800.0130.0000.00016602Logistic0.0000.0010.0420.3620.5710.0240.0000.0001360Power0.0000.0010.0280.3690.5810.0210.0000.0001460NCRM50.0020.0000.0050.2920.6980.0030.0000.0001560NCRM20.0000.0000.0000.1860.8140.0000.0000.00014603Logistic0.0000.0000.0000.0020.0430.1080.3060.5411360Power0.0000.0000.0000.0010.0310.1040.3110.5531360NCRM50.0000.0010.0070.0190.0280.1170.3730.4551360NCRM20.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0080.3790.61313604Logistic0.0000.0000.0000.0020.0360.1430.2860.5331160Power0.0000.0000.0000.0000.0280.1280.3210.5231160NCRM50.0000.0010.0030.0070.0110.0860.2890.6031260NCRM20.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0040.2630.73312605Logistic0.8040.1890.0070.0000.0000.0000.0000.0002060Power0.8110.1830.0060.0000.0000.0000.0000.0002060NCRM50.8980.1000.0020.0000.0000.0000.0000.0001960NCRM20.9710.0290.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.00019606Logistic0.9700.0270.0030.0000.0000.0000.0000.0002460Power0.9720.0280.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0002460NCRM50.9870.0130.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0002460NCRM21.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0002460^a^NCRM5 and NCRM2 denote NCRM method with *α*=5 and 20, respectively Table 4Average numbers of patients treated at each of eights doses for logistic model, power model and NCRMDose levelScenarioMethod123456781Logistic3.5794.0085.91614.46323.3048.1240.5760.030Power3.4893.9545.62214.73923.8897.7550.5430.009NCRM5^a^3.4743.6153.91215.46227.3876.0090.1410.000NCRM2^a^3.4233.5583.7088.29835.4545.4930.0660.0002Logistic3.5824.6328.86819.20621.1472.5350.0300.000Power3.4864.1588.00420.49621.6632.1780.0150.000NCRM53.4473.6484.56918.54325.6984.0650.3000.000NCRM23.4473.5133.69319.97727.8251.4970.0480.0003Logistic3.1083.4864.1375.2746.8829.09611.72416.293Power3.0663.4804.0895.1576.5528.97012.34216.344NCRM53.0903.4353.6843.8974.9088.90117.45714.628NCRM23.0573.4203.6603.6363.5313.93021.16817.5984Logistic3.1053.4833.9424.9777.26610.12511.61015.492Power3.0663.4683.8434.7376.57310.26612.86115.186NCRM53.1353.3663.4533.7774.3957.80916.28117.784NCRM23.0843.3873.5733.6123.5223.63018.87920.3135Logistic44.63712.9722.2290.1560.0060.0000.0000.000Power45.18912.8221.8480.1350.0060.0000.0000.000NCRM549.7408.9581.1760.1140.0120.0000.0000.000NCRM253.1786.3660.4080.0420.0060.0000.0000.0006Logistic54.4684.4670.8940.1410.0300.0000.0000.000Power54.5734.5000.8100.1020.0150.0000.0000.000NCRM557.6762.8650.4140.0390.0060.0000.0000.000NCRM258.1491.5960.2370.0180.0000.0000.0000.000^a^NCRM5 and NCRM2 denote NCRM method with *α*=5 and 20, respectively

Now we assume that *α* and *F*~0~ are unknown. As an illustration of the above presented Bayesian NCRM procedure, here we only consider scenarios 1 and 3. For scenario 1, we consider four different priors on *α*: *Γ*(2,5), *Γ*(2,2), *Γ*(5,2) and *Γ*(10,2), which correspond to small and moderate expectations of *α*, and four discrete uniform priors for (*μ,σ*) on the rectangles (5,7)×(1,3), (4,8)×(1,3), (5,7)×(0,4) and (4,8)×(0,4), which indicate that prior expectations of *μ* and *σ* are 6 and 2, respectively. For scenario 3, we consider the same priors on *α* as scenario 1, but the following four different discrete uniform priors of (*μ,σ*) on the rectangles (9,11)×(4,6), (8,12)×(4,6), (9,11)×(3,7) and (8,12)×(3,7), which imply that prior expectations of *μ* and *σ* are 10 and 5, respectively.

Based on the above considered settings, the preceding introduced hybrid algorithm is adopted to evaluate Bayesian estimation of *p*~*k*~'s, and the preceding developed two-stage Bayesian nonparametric adaptive dose-finding algorithm is employed to determine the MTD. Similarly, we also calculate the selection probabilities, total numbers of toxicities observed and average numbers of patients treated at each of eight dose levels for scenarios 1 and 3. Results for 1000 simulated trials are given in Tables [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. Examination of Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows that (i) the selection probabilities and the number of patients treated at the MTD increase with the increase of prior expectation of *α*; (ii) the selection probabilities and the number of patients treated at the dose level closet to the MTD decrease with the increase of prior expectation of *α* for scenario 1, but increase with the increase of prior expectation of *α* for scenario 3; (iii) the total number of toxicities observed are almost equal regardless of the priors of *α* and (*μ,σ*), which shows that there is little effect of the selection of the priors of *α*, *μ* and *σ* on the total number of toxicities observed. Table 5Selection probabilities and total numbers of toxicities observed for NCRM under scenarios 1 and 3 when *α* and (*μ,σ*) are unknownPriorDose Level\# of\# ofCase(*μ,σ*)^a^*α*12345678Tox.Pat.1A*Γ*(2,5)0.0120.0160.0160.2000.6460.1100.0000.0001560*Γ*(2,2)0.0020.0010.0010.1670.7710.0570.0010.0001560*Γ*(5,2)0.0000.0010.0010.0920.8530.0530.0000.0001560*Γ*(10,2)0.0000.0000.0000.0640.8960.0400.0000.0001660B*Γ*(2,5)0.0090.0080.0150.2360.6470.0810.0040.0001460*Γ*(2,2)0.0000.0000.0000.1390.8170.0440.0000.0001560*Γ*(5,2)0.0000.0000.0000.1250.8260.0490.0000.0001560*Γ*(10,2)0.0000.0000.0000.0920.8610.0470.0000.0001560C*Γ*(2,5)0.0000.0000.0020.1720.7760.0500.0000.0001560*Γ*(2,2)0.0000.0000.0000.1620.7830.0550.0000.0001560*Γ*(5,2)0.0000.0000.0010.1070.8310.0610.0000.0001560*Γ*(10,2)0.0000.0000.0000.0640.8810.0550.0000.0001660D*Γ*(2,5)0.0000.0000.0040.2190.7260.0500.0010.0001560*Γ*(2,2)0.0000.0000.0010.1770.7830.0390.0000.0001560*Γ*(5,2)0.0000.0000.0010.1520.7960.0510.0000.0001560*Γ*(10,2)0.0000.0000.0000.1290.8340.0370.0000.00015603E*Γ*(2,5)0.0010.0050.0150.0480.0940.1570.2420.4381360*Γ*(2,2)0.0010.0050.0080.0320.0590.1380.2940.4631260*Γ*(5,2)0.0010.0040.0090.0130.0260.0950.3770.4751360*Γ*(10,2)0.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0200.4000.5801360F*Γ*(2,5)0.0010.0070.0180.0410.0770.1620.2390.4551360*Γ*(2,2)0.0010.0040.0130.0170.0440.1180.3470.4561360*Γ*(5,2)0.0000.0010.0010.0000.0080.0590.4100.5211360*Γ*(10,2)0.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0460.4250.5291360G*Γ*(2,5)0.0030.0090.0150.0390.0830.1450.2580.4481360*Γ*(2,2)0.0000.0040.0170.0310.0480.1270.3180.4551360*Γ*(5,2)0.0010.0020.0040.0040.0170.0710.3760.5251360*Γ*(10,2)0.0000.0010.0000.0000.0000.0140.3570.6281360H*Γ*(2,5)0.0010.0010.0170.0320.0730.1440.2640.4681260*Γ*(2,2)0.0010.0050.0050.0140.0190.0890.3500.5171360*Γ*(5,2)0.0000.0010.0010.0020.0060.0640.3640.5621360*Γ*(10,2)0.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0240.4060.5701360^a^Note: *A*=(5,7)×(1,3), *B*=(4,8)×(1,3), *C*=(5,7)×(0,4), *D*=(4,8)×(0,4), *E*=(9,11)×(4,6), *F*=(8,12)×(4,6), *G*=(9,11)×(3,7), *H*=(8,12)×(3,7) Table 6Average numbers of patients treated at each of eight doses for NCRM under scenario 1 and 3 when *α* and (*μ,σ*) are unknownPriorDose LevelCase(*μ,σ*)^a^*α*123456781A*Γ*(2,5)3.4743.9156.27315.87921.5677.9830.8790.030*Γ*(2,2)3.3423.6064.26315.70526.7516.0300.3030.000*Γ*(5,2)3.3903.6723.70512.57630.0486.4260.1770.006*Γ*(10,2)3.4503.6033.67510.63531.9836.5820.0660.006B*Γ*(2,5)3.5373.9576.38117.71821.3786.4500.5550.024*Γ*(2,2)3.3423.6183.81015.12928.4735.3670.1650.006*Γ*(5,2)3.3933.5103.70214.52329.2535.4600.1590.000*Γ*(10,2)3.3633.5943.71713.01431.0745.1570.0750.006C*Γ*(2,5)3.4173.5704.15514.84726.7067.1010.2040.00*Γ*(2,2)3.4113.5733.94814.58928.0896.3390.0510.000*Γ*(5,2)3.3723.5703.78312.49529.7816.8190.1800.000*Γ*(10,2)3.4023.5673.66310.88731.7436.6210.1050.012D*Γ*(2,5)3.4353.5254.40418.24925.4044.7610.2100.012*Γ*(2,2)3.4443.5583.92716.45528.0174.4550.1440.000*Γ*(5,2)3.4293.5013.79816.01728.5304.5660.1530.006*Γ*(10,2)3.4083.6123.68415.39029.7574.0530.0900.0063E*Γ*(2,5)3.0753.3993.6874.3356.1419.93615.46513.962*Γ*(2,2)3.1083.4863.7144.3055.8719.75316.01413.749*Γ*(5,2)3.0783.3633.8103.8704.5548.47818.22214.625*Γ*(10,2)3.0903.3963.6333.6843.5764.61721.42016.584F*Γ*(2,5)3.0903.4713.7414.3266.33310.38315.44413.212*Γ*(2,2)3.1113.3753.7354.1135.4189.52517.04913.674*Γ*(5,2)3.0813.4503.6333.6453.8016.63019.91115.849*Γ*(10,2)3.1053.3873.6573.7083.5885.53221.418915.834G*Γ*(2,5)3.0963.4773.7894.2756.0159.84015.31214.196*Γ*(2,2)3.0963.4503.6514.2455.7069.44116.19114.220*Γ*(5,2)3.3723.3753.7923.7354.0056.87319.10416.056*Γ*(10,2)3.0663.4743.6813.5973.5704.34720.08818.177H*Γ*(2,5)3.0603.4113.7534.2725.9529.83415.46214.256*Γ*(2,2)3.0813.4263.6723.8494.4347.32018.41115.807*Γ*(5,2)3.0513.4773.6483.6723.7476.30619.27816.821*Γ*(10,2)3.0753.3963.6663.6483.6334.78520.61317.184^a^Note: *A*=(5,7)×(1,3), *B*=(4,8)×(1,3), *C*=(5,7)×(0,4), *D*=(4,8)×(0,4), *E*=(9,11)×(4,6), *F*=(8,12)×(4,6), *G*=(9,11)×(3,7), *H*=(8,12)×(3,7)

Results {#Sec9}
=======

According to the above presented simulation study, we have the following results. First, the estimated MTD in single-agent dose-finding clinical trials via our proposed two-stage Bayesian nonparametric adaptive dose-finding algorithm is quite close to true toxicity probability under our considered settings. Second, the doses with the relatively high toxicity probability may have no chance to be assigned to patients, which guarantees the safety of patients. Third, the value of the weight *α* in the DP prior is a measure of a prior belief on the base distribution. Fourth, when the parameters in the DP prior are fixed, the proposed Bayesian NCRM behaves better than traditional model-based CRM; but when the parameters in the DP prior are unknown, the selection of the weight *α* has a positive effect on the selection probabilities and the number of patients treated at the MTD, while the selection of parameters in the DP prior has little effect on the total number of toxicities observed. In a word, numerical results show the flexibility of the proposed method for single-agent dose-finding trials, and the proposed method outperforms two classical CRMs under our considered scenarios.

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

Although this manuscript only considers a single agent dose-finding design, the proposed Bayesian NCRM can be extended to two-agent dose-finding studies, which is our further research topic. On the other hand, this paper only considers the evaluation of the toxicity of novel drug treatment, i.e., phase I clinical trial, but the developed Bayesian NCRM procedure can be extended to Bayesian nonparametric phase I/II dose-finding trial design that simultaneously allows for toxicity and efficiency of novel drug treatment for precision medicine.

Conclusions {#Sec11}
===========

This paper proposes a Bayesian nonparametric continual reassessment method to estimate the MTD for a single-agent in phase I clinical trials. We relax the traditional parametric model assumption imposed on dose-toxicity relationship using a DP prior to approximate unknown distribution of dose-toxicity curve. A Bayesian method is developed to estimate toxicity probabilities of dose levels considered. A hybrid algorithm combining the Gibbs sampler and adaptive rejection Metropolis sampling algorithm is developed to generate observations from joint conditional distributions required in evaluating Bayesian estimates of toxicity probabilities of dose levels. A two-stage Bayesian nonparametric adaptive dose-finding design is developed to estimate the MTD. In the proposed Bayesian nonparametric adaptive dose-finding design, the dose administered to next cohort of patients can be escalated or deescalated to adjacent dose level more safety; generally, doses with a relatively higher toxicity probability may have no chance to be administered to patients, which guarantees the safety of patients. Simulation studies evidence that the proposed dose-finding procedure is model-free and robust, and performs better than two parametric models even in small sample sizes.

ARMS

:   Adaptive rejection Metropolis sampling

CRM

:   Continual reassessment method

DP

:   Dirichlet process

DLT

:   Dose-limiting toxicity

MTD

:   Maximum tolerated dose

NCRM

:   Nonparametric Continual reassessment method
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